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Lose Your Breaches:  
Proactive Audits Keep You Out of the News
By Gerry Blass and Susan A. Miller, JD

HITECH breach notification 
requirements add another tier of risk 

for healthcare providers that fall under 
the rubric of HIPAA covered entities. 
HIPAA breach incidents are becoming 
commonplace. The breaches that we read 
and hear about tend to be the sensational 
incidents, such as high volume electronic 
breaches by external hackers, or an 
employee that accesses the protected 
health information (PHI) of a celebrity, 
or a lost or stolen unencrypted laptop 
computer containing patient files.

But other incidents are not sensational 
and we tend not to hear of those. They 
happen rather regularly, and covered 
entities may not be aware of the extent 
to which they occur. The HITECH 
breach notification requirements make 
it important for all covered entities 
to implement proactive audits of 
information system activity. Entities 
that undertake a systematic audit effort 
demonstrate due diligence, increase 
incident awareness and prevention, and 
properly respond to risks.

Proactive audits are the way to go

Information system activity audits are 
often reactive. For example, a manager 
may suspect a staff member is spending 
too much time on the web for personal 
reasons and request the information 
technology (IT) department to run some 
inquiries. Perhaps a manager has an 
employee performance issue and asks 

IT to audit the person’s email activity to 
see if there is anything inappropriate. 
Or perhaps a patient or manager thinks 
someone inappropriately accessed PHI 
and asks for a review.  

Reactive audits are normally fairly easy 
to conduct. System audit logs will usually 
contain the evidence necessary to make a 
determination. Proactive audits tend to be 
more difficult to perform. 

Proactive audits require the application 
of logical rules and audit logs that have 
detailed information. Legacy system 
user audit logs will often provide 
only minimal information. Newer 
systems have user audit logs with more 
information and better tools for creating 
rules for proactive filtering. 

Whether a covered entity is using a 
legacy system or a modern system, 

there are proactive audits that can 
be accomplished. It is a matter of 
defining proactive audit objectives and 
determining if they can be done, and if 
so, deciding how to do them.

Proactive audits that you can do

Below are examples of proactive audits 
we have seen successfully implemented 
at various healthcare entities, including 
those using legacy core application 
systems:

Sensational audits. Audit 100% of access to 
sensational patient visits. A sensational 
patient visit is a visit directly connected 
to a media event, matter of public record, 
or a high profile public figure, including 
celebrities and other VIPs. Audit may 
be triggered by notification from public 
relations, senior administration or the 
media.  Audit should include 100% of 
user attempts to access patient clinical 
and/or demographic data.

Day of week/time of day. Create a detailed 
report of random user access to core based 
systems on user’s normal work hours. 

For example, if a user normally works on 
the weekend, the audit should check to 
see if the user ID and password were used 
during the week, and vice versa. If a user 
normally works during the day, the audit 
should check to see if the user ID and 
password were used during the night, 
and vice versa. Exceptions could indicate 
that a user ID is being shared or used in 
an unauthorized manner. 

Verify accounts with administrative 
privileges. Run an audit list of all users 
who have administrative privileges to 
the active directory (or other network 
access directory) and core systems (e.g. 
core). Administrative privileges should 
be validated via the covered entity 
role based access matrix and must be 
authorized by management.

Executive Summary

HIPAA breach incidents can be expensive, especially in terms of a healthcare 
provider’s reputation. Not doing your best to protect your patient’s data is a 
disservice to them. Because of heightened awareness of privacy and security 
concerns, not to mention risks, providers need to move from passive attempts to 
proactive audits of how their data is managed and secured. There are many audits 
that can be performed and providers who are not regularly conducting some of the 
reasonable audit steps discussed in this article should reconsider why.

H ITECH breach 
notification 

requirements make 
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covered entities to 
implement proactive 
audits.
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Unauthorized or inappropriate patient record 
access. Create a report of five random core 
users from various departments over 
a reasonable timeframe (i.e. two-week 
period). The report should include what 
patients and functions the users accessed, 
and should be sent to the user’s manager 
for review and sign-off.

Employee as covered entity patient (peer 
access). Create reports for audits of up 
to three peer inpatients and outpatients 
who are covered entity employees. The 
report should include user access to core 
clinical information. Randomly select 
users for further review and send the 
report to the user’s manager. The user’s 
manager should conduct a detailed 
review and identify exceptions and/
or sign-off. Note that some healthcare 
providers allow an employee to access 
their own healthcare record, but not 
those of their spouse or children.

Terminated covered entity workforce. Create 
reports of terminated workforce members 
(also including temporary and voluntary 
employees) to confirm that all system 
(onsite and remote) and facility access 
have been terminated.

Failed network log-in attempts. Conduct 
audits of user log-in attempts from the 
covered entity domain that include 100% 
of failed user log-in attempts that are 
greater than fifteen tries. 

Internet access. Conduct audits of user 
attempts to access inappropriate internet 
sites, including 100% of user attempts to 
access blocked sites.  

HIPAA policy and procedures random 
audits. Randomly pick procedural 
requirements from HIPAA policies 
and audit operational compliance. The 
report should include which patients 
and functions the physician office staff 
and non-staff accessed, and should be 
sent to the physician office individual 
responsible for HIPAA privacy. That 
person should conduct a detailed 
review and identify exceptions and/or 
sign-off.

Change of covered entity workforce job 
status. Create reports for audits of 
workforce members (also including 
temporary employees and volunteers) 
who have changed their job status. 
Confirm that all system (onsite and 
remote) and facility access is still 
appropriate. Send the report to the user’s 
manager for sign-off.

Terminated workforce audits for business 
associates and physician offices. Create 
reports of workforce members for 
business associates and physician offices 
to confirm users are still active. Make 
deletions when necessary based on the 
feedback from the business associate 
and physician offices, and coordinate 
any facility access termination with the 
covered entity facilities department.

Unauthorized or inappropriate patient record 
access from physician offices (staff and non-
staff). Create a report for random physician 
office(s) that includes user remote access to 
core clinical information over a reasonable 
timeframe (e.g. two-week period). The 
report should include those patients and 
functions the physician office staff and 
non-staff accessed, and should be sent to 
the physician office individual responsible 
for HIPAA privacy. That person should 
conduct a detailed review and identify 
exceptions and/or sign-off.

Unauthorized or inappropriate patient record 
access from business associate. Create a 

report for randomly selected Business 
Associates that includes user remote 
access to core systems over a reasonable 
timeframe (e.g. two-week period). 

Change of status workforce audits for business 
associates and physician offices. Create 
reports of workforce members for business 
associates and physician offices to confirm 
the user’s access based on job code. Make 
changes when necessary based on the 
feedback from the business associate and 
physician offices, and coordinate any 
facility access termination with the covered 
entity facilities department.

Change of status workforce audits for covered 
entity physician residents. Create reports of 
physician residents with active sign-on 
user IDs to core systems and provide 
the report to the covered entity medical 
staff office for confirmation. Make 
changes when necessary based on the 
feedback from the medical staff office, and 
coordinate any facility access termination 

Proactive audits 
require the application 

of logical rules and 
audit logs that have 

detailed information.

Audit exceptions and 
actions taken should 
be documented in an 

“issue – incident” log.
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with the covered entity facilities 
department.

Post department moves. Conduct audits 
of covered entity department moves to 
confirm physical and technical controls.

Virus detection alerts. Conduct a random 
review of the email alerts along with 
a random check of personal computer 
workstations in IT to confirm the integrity 
of the virus protection software.

Disabled active directory accounts deletion. 
Conduct audits of all disabled active 
directory (or other network access 
directory) accounts and delete all accounts 
that have been disabled for over 30 days.

Random facility walk through. Randomly 
audit work areas throughout the covered 

entity organization. The intent of audit is 
to protect health information and improve 
staff awareness. Immediate feedback of 
exceptions should be provided to staff 
on site, documented and reported to the 
person responsible for HIPAA. Audits can 
be conducted during and/or after normal 
business hours.

Conclusion

You should decide if the audits listed here 
demonstrate reasonable due diligence, 
assist in the reduction of risks and add 
the necessary level of control such that 
your organization finds itself in a better 
position with respect to compliance.

Audit exceptions and actions taken 
should be documented in an “issue – 

incident” log. Your HIPAA Compliance/
Privacy Officer should be notified of 
audit exceptions that impact information 
privacy. The HIPAA Compliance/
Privacy Officer should document his/
her investigation and resolution and take 
appropriate action (e.g. documenting 
exceptional disclosures via the 
"accounting for disclosure" database, 
recommending sanction, no action 
necessary, etc.).  

In addition, your HIPAA Privacy Officer 
should work with the human resources 
department regarding workforce 
sanctions, and should communicate all 
violations and sanctions to the workforce 
so they know your organization is 
vigilant. NP
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